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Statistical Multiplexing and QoS Provisioning for
Real-Time Traffic on Wireless Downlinks
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Abstract—Quality of service (QoS) provisioning in wireless
networks involves accounting for the statistical fluctuations in
the wireless channel quality, in addition to the traffic variability
of interest in a purely wireline setting. In this paper, we consider
providing QoS to packetized, delay-constrained (real-time) appli-
cations over a Rayleigh-faded wireless downlink. Since the wireless
medium is prone to high error rates with typically correlated
errors, it is essential to use some kind of link-layer error-recovery
mechanism to provide the desired level of reliability. We call this
procedure of converting a link with frequent and correlated errors
into a near-lossless packet pipe “link shaping.” The link-shaping
scheme considered in this paper exploits the natural interleaving
provided by packet-by-packet transmissions to different mobiles
to break up the error correlations due to Rayleigh fading and
employs forward error correction (FEC) coding on the interleaved
data. In addition to considering static (peak-rate) bandwidth
sharing as in conventional wireless downlinks, we propose
mechanisms for statistical multiplexing of traffic, which lead to
substantial capacity gains. For example, for 13 kb/s voice sources
over a 1-Mb/s link, we obtain a two-fold capacity gain over static
(peak-rate) bandwidth allocation.

I. INTRODUCTION

UNLIKE wireline links, which can be modeled as lossless
bit pipes, wireless links are unreliable due to their high bit

error rates (BERs) and correlations among bit errors. Hence, for
providing quality of service (QoS) on wireless links, it is essen-
tial to use some kind of link-layer error-recovery mechanism
to increase their reliability. Here, this procedure of converting
a link with frequent and correlated errors into a near lossless
packet pipe is called “link shaping.”

In this paper, we develop a framework for QoS provisioning
with link shaping for packetized, delay-constrained (real-time)
applications over a Rayleigh-faded wireless downlink. The
link-shaping scheme considered in this paper exploits the nat-
ural interleaving provided by packet-by-packet transmissions
to different mobiles to break up the error correlations due to
fading, and employs forward error correction (FEC) coding
on the interleaved data. Another widely used mechanism for
link shaping is automatic repeat request (ARQ), but that is
more appropriate for applications (such as data) that do not
have tight delay constraints (see [1] for an example of link
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shaping using ARQ for data applications controlled by TCP,
the Internet transport protocol). The descriptors for QoS are
chosen to be the acceptable packet loss rate and the worst-case
delay since these are the relevant parameters for the real-time
applications such as voice or video. In addition to considering
static (peak-rate) bandwidth sharing as in conventional wireless
downlinks, mechanisms for statistical multiplexing of traffic
that provide significant capacity gains are also considered.

Most previous studies on link-layer protocols focus on
comparing the throughput efficiency of variants of FEC,
ARQ, and hybrid schemes, using different models for the
statistics for packet errors. Typically, these studies consider
a single source which always has data to send (see [2]–[4]).
Studies that address traffic variability [5] typically assume
simplified traffic and loss models, and consider conventional
performance measures such as mean queuing delay. Unlike
these, we address link-layer recovery from the viewpoint of
QoS provisioning and traffic multiplexing, which are relatively
modern notions. We incorporate, in detail, the characteristics
of wireless medium, the parameters of link shaping scheme,
and the traffic characteristics, while paying explicit attention
to QoS parameters.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The
formulation of the QoS provisioning problem for delay-con-
strained traffic on wireless links is given in Section II. The
link shaping (interleaving and coding) scheme considered is
described in Section III, along with guidelines for its efficient
design. Mechanisms for statistical multiplexing of traffic on
a wireless downlink are proposed in Section IV. Section V
contains performance analysis of the link-shaping and the
bandwidth-sharing schemes. Numerical results and conclusions
are contained in Sections VI and VII, respectively.

II. QoS PROVISIONING WITH LINK SHAPING

Consider transmission of fixed-length packets over a wire-
less downlink. The QoS is specified by , where and

are the acceptable packet loss rate and the worst-case delay,
respectively. Packets that arrive at the base station for being for-
warded to a mobile terminal encounter two main mechanisms
causing delay and loss: 1) queuing delay at the base station
buffer and packet loss due to buffer overflow (or packet drop-
ping due to deadline violation while waiting for transmission)
and 2) link-shaping delay at the base station, which in our case
consists of interleaving and coding delay and loss due to de-
coding failure at the mobile.

Queuing delay can be controlled by implementing deadline-
based queuing at the base station. We denote bythe resulting
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Fig. 1. Interleaving and coding scheme (packet numbers in order of
transmission).

upper bound on the queuing delay. The packet loss rate due to
deadline violation while waiting in the base station buffer is de-
noted by . Similarly, let denote an upper bound on the
link-shaping delay, and let denote the residual packet loss
rate on the wireless link after link shaping. Then, it must be en-
sured that and that and are both of the
same order of magnitude or less than. In the next section, we
describe the link-shaping scheme considered here, followed by
a discussion of design guidelines for achieving the preceding
QoS objectives.

III. W IRELESSLINK SHAPING: CODING AND INTERLEAVING

In a wireless environment, the signal power received at the
mobile terminal varies with time due to fading, changes in the
interference level, movement of the scattering objects around
the portable terminal, etc. This causes the errors on the link
to be highly correlated. A practical and widely used approach
to this problem is to break up these correlations by using in-
terleaving, which ensures that successive (groups of) symbols
of the same codeword are separated by a certain time interval
called the “interleaving depth.” It is denoted in this paper by.
The errors in the interleaved data are less correlated. This results
in a more even distribution of channel errors among different
codewords, thus improving the performance of the FEC coding
strategy used.

Fig. 1 shows the interleaving scheme that we consider. Each
square in the figure corresponds to a packet (which consists of
a number of code symbols). The (information) packets in the
base station buffer are transmitted on the wireless link as soon as
possible and at the same time are forwarded to the interleaving
matrix for computation of parity-check symbols. Thus, in the in-
terleaving matrix, information packets are written column-wise
but are encoded row-wise for the generation of parity-check
packets. Different information packets in the interleaving ma-
trix may come from different connections, depending on the
bandwidth allocation strategy used. After everytransmission
slots, parity-check packets are generated and are trans-
mitted column-wise.

A. Improving Link Shaping Efficiency

Denoting by the number of code symbols per packet, one
possibility is to let each code symbol in a packet correspond to a
different codeword. Thus, each row ofpackets would actually
correspond to rows of codewords. More generally, suppose
that each row of packets corresponds torows of codewords,
where divides . Then, symbols from each packet occur

in the same codeword consecutively, so that the interleaving
breaks up error correlations only partially. Since each row is

packets long, the codeword length is , and the number
of information symbols per codeword is . This thus gives

code. For the purpose of illustration, we con-
sider maximum distance separable (MDS) Reed–Solomon (RS)
codes [6, p. 174], so that the number of correctable errors is

. Note that, al-
though RS codes are considered here, the general framework
applies to other forms of FEC such as convolutional coding. We
consider bounded-distance decoding [6, Ch. 7], whereby more
than symbols of the codeword are received in error, and thus,
the probability of decoding into an incorrect codeword is much
smaller than that of declaring decoding failure.

The following qualitative argument shows that, for fixed
, while increasing leads to increased correlation in the

symbol errors, it is more than offset by the following two
factors: 1) better error correction capability (for the same
code rate) obtained due to a larger code blocklength (
symbols) and 2) large , meaning that each row of packets
comprises of less number of codewords. Hence, to decode
a row of packets correctly, fewer of codewords need to be
decoded correctly.

To see item 1, suppose first that , so that different
symbols in the same packet appear in different codewords. In
other words, different symbols in the same codeword are trans-
mitted in different packets, spaced transmission slots apart.
For large enough, such packets encounter independent fades.
For this RS code, the probability of decoding failure is

, where is 1 if the th
code symbol is in error, and 0 otherwise. Now, suppose that

. The code in this case is an RS code,
which contains groups of symbols each, with entire group
being transmitted in the same packet. The probability of de-
coding failure is now upper bounded by

, or , where
denotes the number of symbol errors within theth group,

and where . Since the channel states seen by the
code symbols in the same group are highly correlated, we as-
sume that they are identical. Conditioned on this channel state,
the average has the same mean but smaller variance than the
random variables that appear in the expression for decoding
failure probability for the case . Thus, conditioned on
the (independent) channel states seen by each of thegroups
of symbols, the decoding failure probability is expected to be
smaller than the corresponding conditional probability for the
case . Removing the conditioning on channel states, we
expect the overall decoding failure probability to decrease as
well.

Table I shows some numerical results from computer simu-
lations, which verify the qualitative argument presented above.
The simulations are run using Jakes’ Rayleigh-fading simulator.
RS code over GF (256) is used in simulations. Thus, each RS
code symbol is byte-sized. For the purpose of relating received
SNR to error probability, bits are assumed to be transmitted
using binary differential phase shift keying. A detailed descrip-
tion of the overall simulation setup used in this study is given in
Section V-A.
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TABLE I
21 dB MEAN SNR, 50 Hz FADING, 25 PACKET INTERLEAVING

DEPTH, 1 Mb/s LINK SPEED

B. Design Guidelines

With the above link-shaping scheme, the following guidelines
can be obtained for the design of link layer at the base station.

1) Delay Budget:When the link-shaping scheme described
above is employed, the link-shaping delay is

transmission slots because any transmitted
packet has to wait for the transmission of the last packet
in its row before the codewords associated with it can
be decoded. This leaves slots as
the allowable queuing delay. A natural buffering strategy
with the preceding link-shaping scheme is the following.
Defining a “frame” to be the duration of transmission of
an interleaving matrix, it is natural to express the
allowable delay in terms of the number of frames. For
instance, one choice might be to wait for transmission
for at most one frame, i.e., all traffic that arrives during
the transmission of the current frame is either transmitted
in the next frame, or is dropped. This corresponds to

transmission slots. More generally,
we have transmission slots
for a nonzero integer.

2) Interleaving Depth:The interleaving depth should be
large enough to break up error correlations efficiently.
The value of required for this purpose depends on the
link speed and the fading frequency. For a given link
speed, the larger the fading frequency, the smaller is the
required value of . The actual value of used should
be such that the correlation between the samples of the
fading process separatedapart is small, e.g., less than
0.2. If is further increased, the following two conflicting
factors come into play: a) Increasingresults in smaller

for the same link-shaping delay budget. This makes it
difficult to use efficient FEC parameters for link shaping.
This is because smaller results in less flexibility in
the choice of code rate and smaller block lengths. b) In-
creasing improves the efficiency of traffic multiplexing
(see Section IV).

3) For any choice of and , the largest possible (limited by
decoding complexity considerations) blocklength should
be used. This is done by using small values of(note that
block length for the code is ).

Of course, for any choice of parameters above, the code rate
should be such that the residual packet-loss rate .

In view of the many variables involved in the above design, a
good design is the one that gives largest admission region for
the given traffic profile.

IV. TRAFFIC MULTIPLEXING

The total bandwidth on the wireless link is to be shared among
connections, each employing link shaping and seeking QoS.

The previously described link-shaping mechanism can be used
in conjunction with a number of bandwidth-sharing schemes.
For simplicity of exposition, consider the case where ,
in detail. The general case (i.e., 1) is conceptually sim-
ilar. When 1, the buffer has multiple partitions, each corre-
sponding to a particular frame. It is more scalable to implement
buffering in time units of frames.

A. Static (Peak-Rate) Bandwidth Partitioning

In this, all connections have a fixed bandwidth allocation in
all frames (interleaving matrices). The basic unit of bandwidth
allocation is a single row of the interleaving matrix. Thus, if

is the bandwidth (in terms of number of rows) given to the
th connection, then we must have . Note that

corresponds to the peak rate of the connection.
Next, we describe two mechanisms for statistical multi-

plexing, which are consistent with the link-shaping mechanism
of Section III. The first, “packet-level multiplexing,” requires
that all users demodulate all packets and is impractical in
many situations, as discussed in Section IV-B. Neverthe-
less, it provides large multiplexing gains, which serve as a
performance benchmark for the more practical and versatile
“row-multiplexing” scheme proposed in Section IV-C, which
requires only that each user demodulate its own packets.

B. Packet-Level Multiplexing

We assume that each connection requires the same coding
and interleaving mechanism. Since the wireless downlink is a
broadcast channel, every receiver can listen to the transmis-
sions in all time slots. Assuming that every mobile can demod-
ulate the data in all the downlink transmission slots, consider a
scheme in which packets from all connections are first multi-
plexed into a shared buffer and then fed into a common inter-
leaving and coding matrix. No distinction is made at the (base
station) link layer among data packets destined for different re-
ceivers. Each receiver decodes the entire matrix and, after ex-
tracting the information packets, forward only data destined to
itself (identified by the packet headers) to higher layers. Thus,
in this scheme, both the data and the parity-check packets within
the codewords are shared across the connections. In other words,
different packets in the information part of a given row of the in-
terleaving matrix may come from different connections, and all
these packets, along with the parity-check packets in the row,
are used by every connection to decode the codewords in this
row.

The preceding scheme relies on all mobiles being able to de-
modulate all packets. This broadcast assumption could easily be
violated, for example, in the following scenarios: systems with
forward link-power control or electronic beamforming, or sys-
tems in which mobile users are in sleep mode much of the time
to conserve power and wake up only in time to receive their own
packets. However, as described next, it is also possible to obtain
(a smaller) multiplexing gain without the broadcast assumption
underlying packet multiplexing.
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C. Row Multiplexing

If transmissions to different mobiles use different mobile-
specific values for transmission parameters such as transmitted
power or angular position of antenna beam (e.g., as in electronic
beamforming), each mobile must be able to decode its own data
independently. In that case, the basic unit of bandwidth allo-
cation again becomes a row of the interleaving matrix. In the
“row-multiplexing” strategy, a dynamic number of rows are al-
located to different connections in each frame. While a number
of allocation methods are possible, we consider for the purpose
of illustration the following “greedy policy,” which is appro-
priate for connections with identical characteristics (in terms of
traffic, channel statistics, and QoS requirements).

At the beginning of each frame, the scheduler allocates rows
to connections in a manner so as to fill up the interleaving matrix
to the greatest possible extent. This greedy policy is described
as follows. Let denote the number of packets of connec-
tion remained to be assigned to interleaving matrix after the
th step of the allocation algorithm, during a particular frame.

Set , the number of packets of connectionthat ar-
rive during that frame. Define . If a row is
available after steps of allocation, assign it to connection.
Set

if

if .

The allocation procedure during a given frame terminates when
all the rows of the interleaving matrix have been allocated. Once
all rows have been allocated, all data that has not been assigned
to the matrix is dropped. More sophisticated policies (e.g., en-
forcing fairness or providing differential QoS) can be easily de-
vised, but the purpose here is to demonstrate the multiplexing
gain obtainable from this strategy.

1) Other Applications of Row Multiplexing:Before pro-
ceeding further, we point out some other scenarios where the
row-multiplexing model is applicable. For example, in a code
division multiplexed downlink, interference considerations
may require limiting the number of downlink codes that are
simultaneously active. Suppose thatdownlink codes are
allowed be active simultaneously. Note that, in this case,has
the meaning of total number of simultaneously active codes
and not the interleaving depth. Each row of Fig. 1 would
then correspond to a downlink code. Depending upon the row
schedule in a given frame, only the codes of those connections
which have row(s) assigned in that frame remain active, while
the rest are shut off during that frame. Another example is the
case of downlink transmission in an indoor environment. For
indoor applications, since the fading is very slow, one has to
deploy some kind of diversity techniques to avoid prolonged
link outage. One solution [7] is to use frequency diversity
along with an erasure correcting code, e.g., RS code. Each
row in Fig. 1 then corresponds to a distinct (mobile-specific)
frequency-hopping sequence. The performance evaluation
of row multiplexing for the preceding scenarios is beyond
the scope of this paper. In this paper, we provide numerical

example for time-division multiple-access-based (TDMA)
wireless downlink only (Section VI).

2) Adaptive Link Shaping:The row-multiplexing scheme
can also combine traffic multiplexing with adaptive link
shaping. In adaptive link shaping, the code rate for each con-
nection could be different, depending on its QoS requirement
and the quality of the channel from the base station to its
destination. Such online estimates of the channel quality can
be obtained by SNR measurement at the mobile terminal [8].
In row multiplexing, it is possible to change the code rate of
a particular row according to the identity of the connection
to which it is allocated in a given frame. To illustrate this,
suppose that the code rate for connectionis . In that case,
when a row is allocated to connectionin a given interleaving
matrix (according to some scheduling policy), data
packets of connection can be transmitted in that row (with
the remaining packets being the parity-check packets).
Thus, thetotal bandwidth allocated to the connection in a given
frame equals the number of rows allocated, while thedata
bandwidth allocated to the connection is times the actual
bandwidth allocated.

V. PERFORMANCEANALYSIS

Following are the main performance issues that underlay our
design of the link layer: 1) link-shaping performance, or evalu-
ation of the packet loss rate due to decoding failure, accounting
for the statistics of the symbol errors on the wireless link; 2)
queuing performance, or evaluation of the packet loss rate at
the base station, due to deadline violation while waiting for
transmission, accounting for traffic statistics and the bandwidth-
sharing scheme.

We address these issues for the case of identical connections
(identical traffic characteristics) seeking the same QoS [i.e.,
same for all connections]. The downlink channels from
the base station to different mobiles are modeled as independent
and identically distributed Rayleigh-faded channels. While
such a homogeneity is not necessary for the application of the
proposed framework, this model is chosen for the purpose of
illustration of basic ideas.

A. Link-Shaping Performance

In bounded distance decoding of an RS code,
the decoder outputs the information symbols whether or not it
manages to decode. When more than sym-
bols of the codeword are received in error, the probability of
decoding into an incorrect codeword is much smaller than that
of declaring a decoding failure. From Fig. 1, note that a packet
is correctly received only if every codeword associated with it
is either decoded correctly, or, if there is a decoding failure,
none of the information symbols in the packet are wrong. Given
the complexity of accounting for the channel model and the
link-shaping scheme, obtaining analytical expressions for the
packet loss rate due to decoding failure at the receiver appears
to be difficult. We therefore employ simulations to obtain the
packet loss rates for the link-shaping scheme of Section III over
a Rayleigh-fading channel.
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Simulation Set-Up:For simulations, we fix a particular
packet position in all the interleaving matrices and simulate the
fading process only for the codewords that are relevant for this
packet position. According to the Rayleigh-fading model (see
[9, Ch. 2]) for frequency nonselective (flat) fading, the received
signal at the mobile surrounded by scatterers is represented as
the superposition of a number of multipaths. The multiplicative
gain due to fading can be written as a complex random process

where denotes the amplitude of theth multipath and
its Doppler frequency shift. In the limit of a continuum of multi-
path components uniformly distributed in space, the fading gain

is approximated by (resorting to the central limit theorem)
a complex Gaussian random process, so that is a Rayleigh
random variable for each(hence the name Rayleigh fading).
Also, can be shown to have Bessel-functionlike autocor-
relation function. This is termed as Clarke’s Rayleigh-fading
model. We employ the popular Jakes’ simulator [9], [10] to sim-
ulate Clarke’s model. In Jakes’ simulator, is approximated
by the superposition of a finite number of spatially distributed
multipath components. Specifically, in our simulations, we set

with 50. s are sam-
pled from the uniform distribution over [0, 1] and normalized
to keep the average power , at
a nominal value. Doppler frequency shift of theth multipath
is obtained as , where is the maximum
Doppler shift (which is the function of the velocity of the mo-
bile and the wavelength of the carrier), andis the direction of
arrival of the th multipath. We take for
1 to 50. Once the values of s and s are obtained in this
fashion, they are not changed during the simulation. This gen-
erates a realization (i.e., a sample path) for the fading process.
The signal power at timeis given by . We assume
the fading gain to be constant over the duration of transmis-
sion of an RS symbol (which could correspond to multiple bit
transmissions). Then, the SNR in any bit interval, during the
transmission of an RS symbol starting at time, is given by

, where is the bit duration, and the noise
variance is normalized to unity. For the numerical investigation,
we use the SNR-bit error probability law for binary differential
PSK [11, p. 276]. Thus, for an bit RS symbol, with bit en-
ergy-to-noise ratio of , the probability of code symbol error is
given by . Simulations were run with 90%
confidence interval.

B. Queuing Performance

To evaluate the queuing performance of the band-
width-sharing schemes of Section IV, the packet stream
of each connection arriving at the base station is modeled as
generated by a discrete time Markovian source. The transitions
of this Markov source occur at the slot boundaries and, de-
pending on the new state visited, a certain number of packets
arrive at the base station during that slot. Denote bythe
transition probability matrix and by the state space of this
Markov chain. The distribution of packet arrivals in state
is assumed to be bimodal, with probabilityof arrivals and

of no arrivals. The bimodal model enables the scaling of
arrival rate, according to the speed of transmission.

Let the random variable denote the amount of traffic
(number of packets) of connection, that arrives over a frame
(of duration slots). Let denote the
complementary cumulative distribution function (ccdf) of.
The ccdf is computed from the given traffic model by
using the following recursive relation:

where is the probability that more thanpackets arrive
over the frame of duration slots, starting from state in the
first slot. is then obtained as , where ,
for , is the stationary distribution for .

1) Packet Multiplexing:For this scheme, note from Section
IV-B that, if the sum of the number of packets fromall con-
nections arriving in a frame exceeds, then the excess packets
are lost. An upper bound on the probability of occurrence of
such a loss event (which approximates), namely the event

, can be obtained via well-known Chernoff’s
bound. The probability of such an event is to be kept below.
Note that this is similar to the bufferless multiplexing model
studied in [12] in the context of multimedia wireline networks.
For the values of and considered in our numerical results
(see Section VI), it turns out to be feasible to computeex-
actly by finding the probability mass function of obtained
by convolution of those of s, where . Then,
for packet multiplexing with identical connections

2) Row Multiplexing: For row multiplexing with identical
connections, the objective of the analysis is to find the expected
number of total packets discarded (summed over all connec-
tions) in any frame after performing the greedy row allocation
described in Section IV-C. Let the random variablerepresent
the number of packets of any connection that arrive per frame
(all connections are assumed to be statistically identical, and
hence, , in distribution for all ). Assume that
with probability one, where is an integer. We will describe the
analysis for the case here. Generalization to largeris
straightforward. Denote by the complemen-
tary cumulative distribution function (ccdf) of. Define

The joint distribution of is

Note that for . The expected number of
packets discarded in any frame is computed by finding the same
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by first conditioning on and , and then using the above
joint distribution to remove the conditioning. To calculate the
expected number of packets lost conditioned on and

, we have to consider two regimes when .
Regime 1 ( ): In this regime, the greedy algorithm

allocates rows to the connections with the largest amount
of traffic among the connections. However, the number
of packets discarded during such a frame does not depend on
the choice of connections from among these . We may
therefore assume thatconnections are chosen at random from
among these connections. To proceed, define the following
ccdfs:

After the row allocation in such a frame, we are left with ,
, and connections with ccdfs , , and ,

respectively, for their unassigned traffic, all of which incurs loss.
The expected number of packets lost can now be now easily
computed as

Regime 2 ( ): The algorithm first allocates rows to
these connections. This leaves rows still
to be allocated among connections. The number of packets
remaining to be allocated (“yet unassigned”) for each of the

connections which have had no allocation thus far has ccdf
and the residual (“yet unassigned”) number of packets

among each of the connections that have received a row has
ccdf . rows are now allocated to the connections with
the largest amount of yet unassigned traffic among, of
which have ccdf and of which have ccdf for
their yet unassigned traffic. This causes connections
with the smallest amount of yet unassigned traffic among
to lose their packets. We can compute the expected number of
packets lost at theth smallest position, where
(with corresponding to the position with the smallest
amount of yet unassigned traffic among), as

th smallest position has more thanpackets

For the event th smallest position has more thanpackets to
occur, at least among must have more thanyet
unassigned packets. Thus, its probability is

The expected number of total packets lost is obtained by sum-
ming the expected number of packets lost at each of the

positions with the smallest amount of yet unassigned traffic
among . Hence, it is given by

Remark: The analysis for the case is conceptually
similar with the only difference that, in that case, there will be
more than two regimes. For example, when , there are
three regimes, namely ; , ;
and , where

VI. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

Consider traffic from a number of 13 Kb/s voice sources
traversing a TDMA-based wireless downlink. Each voice
source is modeled statistically using a two-state Markov chain
with a voice activity factor of 40%. This voice-source model
is derived from the model in [13] for 32 Kb/s packetized voice
by scaling down the peak rate in the active state of the source.
The nominal channel model for all connections is the Rayleigh
model for frequency nonselective fading with a (maximum)
Doppler frequency of 50 Hz. We assume packetized trans-
mission in terms of ATM cells, each consisting of 50 bytes.
Thus, each transmission slot on the downlink corresponds to
the transmission of 50 bytes. We use byte-sized symbols (so
that 50), and therefore employ RS codes on GF(256).
This limits the maximum block length for the code to be 256
symbols (see [6, p. 174]), any smaller block length being
obtained by using the truncations of the RS code on GF(256).
The values of (transmitted) SNR employed in the simulations
range from 15 to 24 dB. Intercell interference can be modeled
explicitly, but can be considered in our framework by suitably
adjusting the SNR values.

First, a set of results is presented for the downlink transmis-
sion speed of 1 Mb/s. These results are intended to demonstrate
the various tradeoffs involved in link shaping. For 1 Mb/s trans-
mission speed, the time duration of transmission of one packet
(cell) on the link turns out to be 0.4 ms. In one case, the QoS
required by all connections is taken to be a cell loss ratio of no
more than 10 and a worst-case delay of 100 ms, while in the
other case, the QoS required by all connections is taken to be a
cell loss ratio of no more than 10 and a worst-case delay of
100 ms. The delay requirement of 100 ms translates into
250 transmission slots.

Beyond a certain minimum value, there are two factors gov-
erning the choice of. Smaller (and hence larger) allows the
use of more efficient codes due to the greater flexibility in the
choice of code rates (allowing the designer to use the code rate
that is just right) and also due to the possibility of using larger
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TABLE II
LOW SNR DESIGN: 18 dB TRANSMITTED MEAN SNR, TARGET

CELL LOSSRATIO = 10

TABLE III
HIGH SNR DESIGN: 28 dB TRANSMITTED MEAN SNR, TARGET

CELL LOSSRATIO = 10

TABLE IV
LOW SNR DESIGN: 15 dB TRANSMITTED MEAN SNR, TARGET

CELL LOSSRATE = 10

block lengths. On the other hand,is the number of “indepen-
dent” bandwidth bins available in each frame for allocation to
different connections in the row multiplexing scheme of Sec-
tion IV-C. From this viewpoint, larger is desirable as it allows
more flexibility in the bandwidth assignment, which may result
in more efficient bandwidth usage. In the light of the preceding
tradeoffs, a good design is one that gives the largest admission
region for the given traffic profile.

These tradeoffs are seen in Tables II–V. Note in Tables II and
IV that the desired link-shaping performance cannot be obtained
for 62 (marked by in Tables II and IV). In Table II, the
required code rate with 31 is much smaller compared to
that required with 25, so that the admission region is bigger
for 25 (for packet- and row-multiplexing schemes). Also,
the number of independent bandwidth bins for row multiplexing
with 41 is larger than that with 31, and hence, the
admission region is bigger for 41 despite it having smaller
code rate than the latter. Similar tradeoffs are seen in Table IV
as well.

When the SNR is high (Tables III and V), it is easier to do
link shaping. In particular, observe that all the codes considered
in Tables III and V give the desired link-shaping performance.
Also, the codes at the bottom of the table have higher code rates

TABLE V
HIGH SNR DESIGN: 24 dB TRANSMITTED MEAN SNR, TARGET

CELL LOSSRATE = 10

TABLE VI
ROW MULTIPLEXING GAIN FOR THE TARGET CELL LOSSRATE OF 10

than those at the top. However, the admission region is smaller
with row multiplexing for the bottom entries of Tables III and
V because reduction in reduces the efficiency of row multi-
plexing.

Another set of results is presented in Table VI to compare the
statistical multiplexing gain obtainable with row-multiplexing
scheme at various downlink transmission speeds. For a given
transmission speed, the multiplexing gain is quantified as the
ratio of maximum number of voice sources admissible with
row multiplexing to that admissible with static (peak-rate)
bandwidth partitioning. Note that, at low transmission speed
(125 Kb/s), there is little difference between the capacities with
static-bandwidth partitioning and row multiplexing. This is
due to the lack of sufficient number of independent bandwidth
bins (rows) for row multiplexing. However, as the transmission
speed increases, row multiplexing offers significant multi-
plexing gain over static-bandwidth partitioning.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have developed a framework for QoS provisioning for
delay constrained traffic on a Rayleigh-faded wireless down-
link, with detailed consideration of traffic as well as wireless
channel characteristics. As seen from the numerical results, the
requirement for wireless link shaping has a significant impact on
QoS provisioning. Therefore, it is crucial to account for phys-
ical and link layer choices in network layer designs. We also
proposed mechanisms for statistical multiplexing, compatible
with the link-shaping strategy considered, that provide signif-
icant gains in system capacity. Our model-based approach fa-
cilitates the identification of various tradeoffs and approximate
system sizing. However, as described next, there are a number
of issues that are not fully addressed in this paper. These furnish
interesting topics for further research.
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A. Application to Existing Systems

The system parameters employed here were chosen for con-
venience of illustration, rather than for comparison with existing
systems such as the TDMA-based GSM, IS-136, or EDGE cel-
lular systems. Currently, these systems do not employ statistical
multiplexing, but rather assign fixed TDMA slots corresponding
to the peak rate of the voice connection, which amounts to the
static allocation strategy in our terminology. It would be inter-
esting to see whether our row-multiplexing strategy can lead to
substantial multiplexing gain in these systems.

B. Heterogeneity

While we have restricted attention to identical connections
with identical QoS requirements, extension of the scheduling
and link-shaping strategies to heterogeneous connections (in
terms of traffic, channel statistics, and QoS requirements) is an
important topic of future research.

C. Measurement-Based Procedures

Our approach here is to use nominal traffic and channel
models, and is therefore only applicable for approximate system
sizing. Since wireless channels can vary considerably from the
nominal model, and since assumption of a worst-case model
would be inefficient, an important topic for future research is
that of measurement-based resource allocation and admission
control. Unlike in the wireline context, measurement-based
procedures for wireless links would need to measure channel
parameters in addition to traffic parameters. Including such
measurements in the QoS provisioning framework will result
in fully adaptive link shaping.
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